More than 1/3 of crucial provider information changes each year.
Keep current with proactive updates and alerts.

Keep current with proactive updates to your critical health care provider information. Right now.

In a world of constantly changing provider information, more than one-third of crucial provider information changes each year. So keeping health care provider information up-to-date is a constant challenge. You need to know about critical changes as they happen — proactively rather than reactively — to keep your business running smoothly. Now you can, with Alerts for ProviderPoint® and Provider SelectFile®.

The intelligent automation behind Alerts assures that your master data has the most accurate provider information available. We accomplish this with our unique Enclarity ID™ to track each provider against information in our Master Provider Referential Database (MPRD™). As we continuously monitor provider key identifiers, affiliations, credentials, contact and other information, you will receive proactive updates when critical data changes take place, so your provider records can always be in sync.
In addition, Alerts enable you to keep your provider records current and refreshed between ProviderPoint and Provider SelectFile update cycles, helping reduce operating expenses and service issues. When a change occurs in key attributes, you will receive an update containing the change via your choice of a secure Web service process or batch delivery method. You can receive Alerts on a weekly or monthly basis and establish business rules that meet your needs.

Alerts is one of many ways that we are dramatically improving the quality and integration of your health care provider information. Powered by Enclarity, you can have greater insights to make your operations more productive, so you can conduct business with confidence.

For More Information
Call 949.614.8110 or visit www.enclarity.com

About Enclarity®
Enclarity, a LexisNexis Company, solves health care’s provider information problem by compiling the largest, most accurate and current medical provider database. Nine of the 15 largest health insurance plans, four of the 10 largest preferred provider organizations, five of the 15 top pharmaceutical companies and the two largest medical device manufacturers count on Enclarity. Our solutions improve claims processing, provider directories, regulatory compliance and marketing optimization, management contact ratios, improving operational processes, and proactively combating fraud, waste and abuse across the continuum.

About LexisNexis® Risk Solutions
LexisNexis Risk Solutions (www.lexisnexis.com/risk/) is a leader in providing essential information that helps customers across all industries and government predict, assess and manage risk. Combining cutting-edge technology, unique data and advanced scoring analytics, Risk Solutions provides products and services that address evolving client needs in the risk sector while upholding the highest standards of security and privacy. LexisNexis Risk Solutions is part of Reed Elsevier, a leading publisher and information provider that serves customers in more than 100 countries with more than 30,000 employees worldwide.

LexisNexis® is not provided by “consumer reporting agencies,” as that term is defined in the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. § 1681, et seq.) (FCRA) and do not constitute “consumer reports,” as that term is defined in the FCRA. Accordingly, Alerts may not be used in whole or in part as a factor in determining eligibility for credit, insurance, employment or another purpose in connection with which a consumer report may be used under the FCRA. Due to the nature of the origin of public record information, the public records and commercially available data sources used in reports may contain errors. Source data is sometimes reported or entered inaccurately, processed poorly or incorrectly, and is generally not free from defect. This product or service aggregates and reports data, as provided by the public records and commercially available data sources, and is not the source of the data, nor is it a comprehensive compilation of the data. Before relying on any data, it should be independently verified.
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